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Reforming Management
“ ‘Flexible’ Workplace Practices: Evidence from a Nationally Representative Survey” by Maury
Gittleman, Michael Horrigan, and Mary Joyce, in Industrial and Labor Relations Review (Oct.

1998), Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y. 14853–3901.

Consultants and other experts have spilled
much ink in recent years touting new styles
of business management that supposedly
improve corporate performance. If what their
advocates say about “Total Quality
Management,” “quality circles,” job rotation,
and other such nostrums is true, then surely
most companies would have embraced one
or another of them by now. Well, it seems,
they have and they haven’t.

Out of nearly 6,000 firms surveyed in
1993, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
found that only 42 percent had adopted any
of a half-dozen specified alternative prac-
tices. Not surprisingly, such arrangements
were most popular with manufacturing firms

(56 percent adopted at least one), though
establishments in wholesale trade were a
close second (55 percent).

Total Quality Management (which, survey
takers were told, stresses “doing things right
the first time, striving for continuous
improvement, and . . . meeting customer
needs”) found favor with 21 percent of the
firms. Sixteen percent let workers have a say
in buying the equipment they use, 14 per-
cent gave small teams of workers authority
over how best to get their collective job done,
13 percent permitted workers to rotate
among different jobs, 11 percent had cowork-
ers evaluate a worker’s performance, and only
five percent opted for quality circles (in

Sky High
“Airline Deregulation” by John E. Robson, in Regulation (Spring 1998), Cato Institute, 1000

Massachusetts Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001.

Airline deregulation, 20 years old last
October, has been a great success, contends
Robson, who chaired the now-defunct Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB) in 1976 when it
endorsed the radical move. Americans are
flying more and paying less than ever before.

In 1978, the year President Jimmy
Carter signed the Airline Deregulation
Act, which scrapped the 40-year-old system
of government control over airline fares
and service, some 275 million people flew
on domestic carriers; in 1997, more than
twice as many—600 million—did. Fares
are 22 percent lower today, according to
some economists, than they would have
been if government regulation had contin-
ued. Competition among airlines is keen-
er, with the average number of carriers per
route up 30 percent since 1977, by one
account. In 1997, airlines that had begun
flying since 1978 held 18 percent of the
market—an all-time high.

The airlines’ development of hub-and-
spoke networks, Robson points out, has given
travelers more choices in departure and

arrival times, and a much greater choice of
destinations. Even at airports serving small
communities, the number of scheduled
departures increased by 50 percent, accord-
ing to a 1996 General Accounting Office
report, though some airports—notably those
serving small and medium-sized communi-
ties in the Upper Midwest—have seen
declines in service.

Another “minus” in the current situation
is that a handful of hub airports are domi-
nated by one or two carriers, including
those in Atlanta (Delta), Denver (United),
Detroit (Northwest), Saint Louis (TWA),
and Chicago (American, United), with the
result being higher fares and much gnash-
ing of teeth by customers. At the “average”
dominated airport, fares are an estimated
21 percent higher than at all other airports.
Even so, Robson says, the customers there
should be thankful for deregulation.
Northeastern University economist Steven
Morrison calculates that fares at the domi-
nated airports are still lower than they
would have been without deregulation.

“political forces and views of social equity.”
The same pressures would be at work on

any flat tax that moved from controversial
idea to inescapable reality.
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SOCIETY

On the Academic Mind
A Survey of Recent Articles

Sex, sex, sex. The academy seems even
more obsessed with it than Hollywood

or Washington. Academe (Sept.–Oct. 1998),
the normally staid magazine of the American
Association of University Professors (AAUP),
devotes an entire issue to the subject, under
the title “Consenting Adults? Sex and the
Academy.”

Robert Corber, who teaches American
studies and lesbian and gay studies at Trinity
College, in Hartford, Connecticut, boasts
that lesbian and gay scholars “have moved
sexuality from the margins of the curriculum
closer to the center. Building on French
philosopher Michel Foucault’s groundbreak-
ing work on the history of sexuality, these

Galbraithian Economics
In The Nation (Oct. 26, 1998), Richard Parker, an economist at Harvard

University’s Kennedy School of Government, pays tribute to the unconventional wis-
dom of famed Harvard economist John Kenneth Galbraith, who recently turned 90.

In the fifties and sixties, all too many of his colleagues thought they’d found a
Rosetta stone in an abstruse combination of econometrics, game theory, advanced regres-
sion analysis and computer forecasting that would unlock the market’s secrets and there-
by tame its nasty cyclical fluctuations and tendencies toward maldistribution. These
mid-century economists convinced themselves that because economic “laws” bore
irrefutable kinship to the laws of nature, economics itself could now become the physics
of the social sciences. Galbraith knew better. He understood even then that economics—
far from replicating a physics that ultimately describes forces indifferent to our exis-
tence—was instead a strikingly malleable story for describing (and, not least, shaping)
our social and political relations and aspirations—the ultimate achievements of human
consciousness. . . .

For an age seemingly desperate to convince its inhabitants that abstractions labeled
The Global Economy and The Information Age are novel, universal and implacable
forces that brook no resistance, that democratic states and their citizens are subordinate
(or even irrelevant) to them and that resistance is folly, Galbraith offers a durable
reminder: “It is inconceivable that the public could be universally exploited without
being aware of it. . . . The first step in reform, it follows, is to win emancipation of
belief.”

which groups of workers meet for an hour or
so each week to try to solve work-related
problems).

While most of the 5,987 firms—58 per-
cent—had not adopted even one of the alter-
native practices, and 21 percent had imple-
mented only one, the picture changed dra-
matically when firm size was taken into
account, note Gittleman, a BLS economist,
and his colleagues. Nearly 70 percent of
establishments with 50 or more employees
had embraced at least one of the new

approaches. Though some analysts have
argued that small businesses, being less
bureaucratic, are more likely to experiment,
the larger firms seem more inclined to make
strides toward the “flexible” workplace. Yet
the authors are also struck by the finding that
no single “best practice” was embraced by a
large number of firms. It could be that many
techniques work only in certain kinds of set-
tings, or that firms are still feeling their
way—or that the techniques actually yield
only modest results.


